Welcome to Atlas
Atlas is a leading provider of documentation and project delivery services to architectural,
engineering and construction professionals. Since 1998 we have delivered quality
documentation and data models using all major CAD and BIM platforms, giving our clients
more time to manage the design process.
With a presence in the UK, Middle East, Vietnam and Australia, we are able to offer our
clients reduced project risk and increased productivity by offering a flexible, scalable and
skilled resource pool. Atlas uses the latest technology to seamlessly support project teams
according to programmed demands. Having collaborated with 112 clients in 8 countries and
in the past three years delivered over 70 major projects, we remain the trusted delivery
partner to clients around the world.
„The operation run by Atlas is not just a “documentation house”; they have the capacity to
collaborate and add value in all stages of a design, and they have the resources and software
that is also capable of very sophisticated visual communication of concepts, ideas and
designs. It is now fully understood and proven by research, that trans-disciplinary design is the
most effective way of facilitating and maintaining innovation in design.‟
Tim Shannon—MD of Hassell 1994—2009
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WHAT
WE DO

HOW
WE WORK

Atlas offers our clients the ability to focus on what they do best –
innovative thinking and problem solving.

Atlas has an innovative way of working and uses technology to
seamlessly form part of the design delivery team.

We work through all stages of construction including Design
Development and Construction Documentation.

Technology

We use all major software platforms in accordance with the inhouse standards and protocols of our clients:

+ Reliable document exchange platforms

+ All major CAD software
+ Effective communication tools

+ Architects

People

+ Master planners & urban designers

+ Expatriate team: qualified architects and engineers with
extensive experience and knowledge of standards across all
our markets & sectors

+ Structural & civil engineers, M&E engineers
+ Contractors
+ Facilities managers
+ Surveyors and other consultants

+ Vietnam operation team: experienced architects & engineers
with excellent documentation skills
We deliver projects using our ISO9001 approved process.

Our services include:
Architectural
+ Working drawings

HOW
YOU BENEFIT

+ Design development
+ CGI
+ Master planning support
+ Construction documentation
+ Schedules
+ Multidisciplinary co-ordination
Engineering (Structural, MEP)
Our structural team offers design, calculation & detailing
services across all major structural systems and materials:
+ Timber, structural insulated panels & oak frame
+ Masonry
+ Reinforced concrete
+ Steelwork
BIM
+ Execution plans
+ Model creation, hosting and management
+ Point cloud conversion
+ Design coordination and clash detection
+ Construction sequencing and scheduling
+ Material quantities
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The Atlas business model delivers time saving, quality
workmanship and specialist resources. This generates value for
our clients through:
+ Improved quality and consistency of drawings
+ Increased ability to bid for larger projects
+ Ability to fix and manage costs
+ Improved deadline achievement and programme delivery
+ Enhanced resource and skills management
+ Leading technological capability

